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JOHANNESBURG--( BUSINESS WIRE )--Players at South Africa’s favourite online casino, Sp
ringbok Casino
, are being advised to buckle up as they blast off into the stratosphere in Realtime Gaming’s
latest slot release, Pulsar. 

  

 The slot features a unique 3x5 honeycomb reel layout and takes players to a universe full of
fun thanks to its many out of this world features. This includes the randomly triggered Neutron
Star feature that sees special symbols land on the reels and remain in place until they explode. 

 There are four Neutron Stars – green, blue, pink and red – and each has a distinct blast
pattern. Once the Neutron Star explodes it destroys all symbols in its blast radius and replaces
them with other randomly selected symbols. 

 Pulsar also boasts Cascading Reels which sees winning symbols disappear after the pays are
awarded and then replaced with new symbols meaning more winning combinations are possible
from the original spin. Reels continue to cascade until there are no more winning combinations. 

 Cascading Reels occur in the base game and when a Neutron Star explodes which can lead to
additional cascades and/or Neutron Stars landing on the reels. 

 Pulsar will blast off from Springbok Casino on 22 January and you can watch a preview of the
game here . Once live, it can be played via download, instant play, mobile and native
application. 

Springbok Casino Manager, Daniel Van Wyke, said: “Pulsar is an intergalactic thrill ride that
requires players to strap themselves in and blast off to the big win stratosphere. The unique reel
layout and Neutron Star feature make for a slot with a difference and one our players will love.” 
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https://www.businesswire.com/
http://www.springbokcasino.co.za/
http://www.springbokcasino.co.za/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNMoHNgyeE0
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Editor’s notes: 
About Springbok Casino: 
www.springbokcasino.co.za

                

Read more https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191222005008/en/Strap-Blast-Sprin
gbok-Casino
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